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ABSTRACT: 
CD97 is a member of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) seven span transmembrane (TM7) families with adhesive 
properties. This family includes EMR1, EMR2, EMR3, ETL and the mouse microglia marker F4/80, which are 
characterized by an extended extracellular region with a variable number of EGF domains. So far, CD97 is the only 
EGF-TM7 family member of which a ligand has been identified. 
CD97 as a member of the EGF-TM7 family with adhesive properties plays an important role in tumor 
aggressiveness by binding its cellular ligand CD55, which is a complement regulatory protein expressed by cells to 
protect them from bystander complement attack. Previous studies have shown that CD97 and CD55 both play 
important roles in tumor dedifferentiation, migration, invasiveness and metastasis. The aim of this study was to 
investigate CD97 and CD55 expression in primary gallbladder carcinoma (GBC) and their prognostic significance 
with the help of sojourn time distribution in a Markovian G-Queue by using Gamma distribution.   
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I. INTRODUCTION: 
Primary gallbladder carcinoma (GBC) is the sixth most common gastrointestinal cancer in Asian and 
Western countries. This carcinoma has extremely poor prognosis and increasing incidence worldwide 
because of its inherent biology and often advanced stage at diagnosis, despite the recent advances in 
diagnostic modalities. GBC has the great propensity to directly invade the liver, and it also frequently 
metastasizes to the liver and pericholedochal lymph nodes. There are no adjuvant chemotherapeutic 
combinations widely accepted for GBC due to their toxicity, drug resistance and limited efficacy. 
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Curative surgical approaches are still the principal treatment, but the prognosis of GBC remains poor with 
respect to postsurgical 5 year survival rates. Thus, the search for new prognostic markers for GBC 
patients is important to allow the assessment of metastasis and to provide the opportunity for adequate 
postoperative treatment in high risk patients [7]. 
CD97 is a member of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) seven span transmembrane (TM7) families with 
adhesive properties [8]. This family includes EMR1, EMR2, EMR3, ETL and the mouse microglia 
marker F4/80, which are characterized by an extended extracellular region with a variable number of EGF 
domains. So far, CD97 is the only EGF-TM7 family member of which a ligand has been identified [9]. In 
the case of many glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchored proteins, CD55 is either bound to the cell 
membrane or released from the membrane into the microenvironment. The expression and clinical impact 
of CD97 and its ligand CD55 in GBC have not been previously investigated. Herein, we found that the 
expressions of CD97 and CD55 are both upregulated in human GBC. Their expression levels in GBC 
were both associated with the severity of the tumor. Furthermore, CD97 and CD55 expressions were 
independent poor prognostic factors for overall survival in patients with GBC [16]. 
We consider a single server Markovian queue with two types of customers; positive and negative, where 
positive customers arrive in batches and arrivals of negative customers remove positive customers in 
batches. Only positive customers form a queue and negative customers just reduce the system congestion 
by removing positive ones upon their arrivals. We derive the LSTs (Laplace Stieltjes Transform) of 
sojourn time distributions for a single server Markovian queue with positive customers and negative 
customers by using the first passage time arguments for Markov chains. The minimal non negative 

solution  of the  matrix equation is used 

to find the effect of CD97 and its ligand CD55 in primary gallbladder carcinoma. 
 
1.1. Notations: 

               -         Gallbladder Carcinoma 

                -         Laplace Stieltjes Transform 

               -         Epidermal Growth Factor 

              -         Seven Span Transmembrane 

                  -         Positive Customers 

                  -         Negative Customers 

                  -        Overall Survival 

                   -         Shape Parameter 

                   -         Scale Parameter 

                     -         Assuming Time  

        
II. G - QUEUE: 
We consider a queue with two types of customers; positive and negative. Positive customers are ordinary 
ones who, upon arrival, join the queue with the intention of being served. In contrast to the positive 
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customers, the arrival of negative customers removes some of the positive customers from the system, if 
any available, and then disappears; otherwise the negative customer is lost. Only positive customers can 
from a queue and negative customers just reduce system congestion. Such queues have been called G-
queue [3]. 
Since [1] introduced the notion of negative customers to represent the inhibitator signal in neural 
networks and commands to delete some transactions in distributed computer systems or databases, there 
has been a growing interest not only in networks of queues [1] [3] & [5] but also in single node queues 
with negative customers [4] & [6]. Interest in time delays in the G-queue has increased recently. From [2] 
derived the LSTs of the sojourn time distributions for the M/M/1 G-queue under the combinations of 
various queueing disciplines and removal strategies.  From [3] investigated the end to end delay in an 
open tandem pair of a G-queue with FCFS discipline and RCE removal strategy. Most papers assume that 
upon arrival to a queue, a negative customer removes an ordinary customer from the queue. Recently, 
several authors have generalized this concept, allowing a negative arrival to remove a batch of customers 
[5], a random amount of workload, or even all work in the system [6]. 
However, the results about sojourn time distribution even for single node G-queues with batch arrival or 
batch removal are few to the author’s best knowledge. In this paper, we use the first passage time 
arguments of Markov chains to derive the LST of the sojourn time distribution in single server Markovian 
G-queues with a batch arrival of positive customers and/or batch removal by a negative arrival. The 
mathematical accessibility of our model compared with that of [2] represents a part of the motivation for 
the study of batch arrivals/removals. Furthermore, our model is related to the inventory systems with 
perishable products such as fruit, vegetables and meat, in which arrival and removal occur in batches and 
instantaneous removal of inventory usually depends on the length of time that the products spent it the 
system. 
2.1. Queue Length distribution: 
In this section, we describe the mathematical model in detail and derive the queue length distribution in 
equilibrium at the arrival instants of positive customers. We consider a single server queue in which 
positive customers arrive in batches according to a Poisson process with rate , which is independent of 

the arrival process of positive customers. We assume that each arrival of a negative customer removes a 
random number  of positive customers in the system. This is, upon a negative arrival, if there are  

positive customers in the system,  positive customers are removed and the negative customer 

disappears. The service time distribution of all customers is exponential with mean . For the notational 

simplicity, we let  and . We assume that the batch size  of positive customers 

and the quota  of a negative customer take finite values to avoid calculations of infinite matrices. 

However, this assumption is not a strong restriction, since the supports of  and  may be arbitrarily large 

and one can apply our model to  and  taking infinite values by truncating the tail pats of the state 

spaces with sufficiently small tail probabilities. Let  and  with 

 and  for some . We denote the means  and 

 and generating functions  and . 
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Note that the stationary distribution of the queue length in this system is invariant under the service 
discipline and removal strategies and concern only positive customers. This model is equivalent to the 

 queue where customers arrive in batches with batch size  according to a Poisson process 

with rate  and the customers are served in batches of maximum size  with 

,  

Where,                                         

and the service time distribution is exponential with parameter . The necessary and sufficient condition 

for this system to be positive recurrent is given (e.g [10]) by 

                                                             

We assume that  throughout. 

Now we turn our attention to the queue length distribution at the epochs of positive customers, which will 
be imperative in the upcoming sections. Let  be the number of positive customers in the system at the 

epoch immediately before the arrival of the nth batch of positive customers. Let  be the batch size of the 

nth arrival of positive customers with the same distributions as  and , where  is the number of 

positive customers departed from the system during the  inter arrival period of the batch of 

positive customers. Then it a be seen that  
                                                    

The probability  that  positive customers potentially leave the system during the inter arrival time of a 

batch of positive customers is given by 

                                                     

Where  and  is the -fold convolution of the probability mass function 

. Simple calculations yield 

                                                  

and hence the probability generating function  is given by 
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Denoting  for  and , we deduce that the transition probability matrix 

 of  is given by  

Following similar procedures as those in [10], the stationary distribution  of  is 

given by 

                                                  

where  is the solution of the equation 

                                                                                                   (1) 

with  being the multiplicity of , such that  and 

 are arbitrary constants, which are can be determined by the 

  simultaneous equations: 

                                                                                                              (2) 

under the constraint  

                                                                                                                                       

(3) 
and , the normalizing constant (in ) is given by  

                                                  

After simple but tedious algebra, we have from (2) and (3) the following linear system of equations for 
: 

 
where  and  is the  unit 

vector and  is the  matirsx with its kth  row 

                      

and  row  and for  

              

2.2. Special Cases: 
 (i) Let  that is . In this case, (1) becomes 

                                             

and is has a unique solution , say , and the stationary distribution is given by 
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 (ii) Let  that is . In this case, (1) becomes 

                                                     

and the stationary distribution is given by 

 
2.3. The First Passage Times: 
The sojourn times, which will be treated in the upcoming sections, can be considered as the first passage 
times of the corresponding Markov chains. So we need to investigate the first passage times for some 
Markov chains related to compound Poisson processes. 
First, we consider the compound Poisson process  

                                                                       

where  is a Poisson process with rate  and  is a sequence of independent and identically 

distributed (IID) random variables, which are independent of  and have probability mass 

function  and probability generating function . 

Let  be the first passage of time of  to the state , that is 

                                                             

and let  be the probability distribution function of . By conditioning the 

first transition of the process , we have the following proposition. 

2.4. Proposition: 
 The LST of  is given recursively by 

                                                    ,  

                                                           

where . The double transform  is given by 

                                                           

Now we consider the difference of two independent compound Poisson processes 

                                                 and  

where  and  are independent Poisson processes with rates  and  respectively, and 

 and  are independent sequences of IID random variables with  and 

. We assume that the random variable  is bound by . Define a 

Markov chain  
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with . Let  be the state at the instant immediately after the nth transition of the process 

 and  the time interval between the nth and n+1th transitions. Then  is a 

Markov renewal process with the transition probability matrix  of the form  

 

                                       

 
where each level  is the set of m states, the state in 

level  means the state   is the upper triangular matrix 

 

                                                     

 
and 

                                                  

where  

                                                                 

 
Define the first passage time as 
                                                        

and denote its distribution function . Now we derive the LST  of 

. 

 
2.5. Proposition: 
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 The LSTs  for  are recursively given by  

                                                                                                                        (4) 

                   

and for  and  by 

                                      (5) 

where  is an  matrix, which is the minimal non negative solution of the matrix equation. 

                                                                                                         (6) 

While  denotes the  entry of the matrix . 

 Let  be the first hitting time of  from state 

, to state , with the 

additional requirement that  is the first state at level  to be visited and  is the first passage 

time from state  to state . When the process , starting at , that 

is, , hits the level , and visits state , then 

; and if the state visited is  then 

 is the sum of  and . Thus we have for        

                

                                                                                              (7) 

Let  be the distribution function of  and  

be the LST of . Let  and  denote the  matrices with  

entry  and  respectively. By the spatial homogeneity for levels of  the distribution of 

 does not depend on level  but only on  and  and hence we get  

                                                              

From the spatial homogeneity of the transition probability  for states , depends only 

on the difference of the states  and its distribution function is the same as that the . Note 

that, by the Markovian property,  and  are independent. By taking LST in 

(7), we have (4) & (5). By using the same arguments as in [11] we have that  is the minimal non 

negative solution of 
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2.6. Special Cases: 
1. If  and , then  and hence we have 

                                              

               where  is the   identity matrix. 

2. If , that is,  then  is obtained from (4) and (6) as  

                                                   

and  is the solution of the equation 

                                                                                                      

(8) 
with  where                      

3. If , that is   and , then letting  in (8) and solving equation 

(8), we have 

                                                                       (9) 

III. EXAMPLE: 
To further investigate the clinical usefulness of CD97 and CD55 expression in GBC, we compared overall 
survival (OS) according to various clinicopathologic factors including expression levels of CD97 and 
CD55. Age and sex did not influence the OS. However, patients with high histologic grade, advanced 
pathologic T stage, clinical stage, nodal metastasis, positive venous/lymphatic invasion, CD97 and CD55 
expression were significantly correlated with short survival. The median survival time of patients with 
GBC was 38 months (range, 1-119 months). The survival curves according to CD97 and CD55 
expression are shown in figure (1) and (2). The OS rates of CD97 negative and CD97 positive were 
42.9% and 12.5% respectively {figure (1) & } and the OS rates of CD55 negative and CD55 

positive were 45.8% and 17.8% respectively {figure (2) & }. These analyses with Kaplan Meier 

method clearly showed the significant impact of CD97 and CD55 expression on clinical outcome [12-15] 
& [17-20]. 
Figure 1: Correlation of CD97 expression with overall 
survival rates in 138 patients with GBC (Compared 
with Log Rank test) 
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Figure 2: Correlation of CD55 expression with overall 
survival rates in 138 patients with GBC (Compared 
with Log Rank test) 
 

 
Figure 3: Correlation of CD97 expression with overall 
survival rates in 138 patients with GBC using Gamma 
Distribution  

 

 
Red Line: Negative CD97 Expression 
Blue Line: Positive CD97 Expression 
 
Figure 4: Correlation of CD55 expression with overall 
survival rates in 138 patients with GBC using Gamma 
Distribution  

 

 
Red Line: Negative CD55 Expression 
Blue Line: Positive CD55 Expression

IV. CONCLUSION: 
Our results provide convincing evidence for the first time that the expressions of CD97 and CD55 are 
both upregulated in human GBC. The expression levels of CD97 and CD55 in GBC were associated with 
the severity of the tumor. Furthermore, CD97 and CD55 expressions were independent poor prognostic 
factors for overall survival in patients with GBC. The minimal non negative solution of the  matrix 

equation in the Markovian G-Queue by using gamma distribution gives the same results as the medical 
report mentioned above. The medical reports {Figure (1) & (2)} are beautifully fitted with the 
mathematical model {Figure (3) & (4)};  the results coincide with the mathematical and medical 

report. 
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